Shakespeare on Audio
(CD, Vinyl & Cassette)
Historical Recordings & Anthologies
Shakespeare recordings have been in evidence from the earliest days of the wax cylinder,
through the short-playing 78 rpm shellac discs of the 1930s and the long-playing 33 1/3
rpm vinyl discs (LPs) and reel-to-reel tapes of the 1950s, to the widely available audio
cassettes, compact discs (CDs), videotapes, and digital recordings of the present. Before
Orson Welles’s innovative Mercury Text Records series issued by Columbia Records in
1938, no one had attempted to record full-length audio versions of Shakespeare.
Previously only isolated passages from the plays had been available, performed by fabled
stage actors such as E.H. Sothern and Julia Marlowe, Herbert Beerbohm-Tree, Ellen Terry
and a few others and recorded between 1890 and the First World War. Between the wars,
Hamlet’s “O what a rogue and peasant slave…” and “How all occasions do inform…” and
Macbeth’s “Is this a dagger…?” were recorded on 78s by such stars as Henry Ainley and
John Barrymore, and included with other famous soliloquies and educational intent on
Johnston Forbes-Robertson’s two-disc How to Speak Shakespeare (Columbia, 1928).
These recordings existed almost entirely for the purpose of preserving a famous actor’s
reading of a set speech. The custom of recording speeches and brief duologues by great
actors, although partly a matter of technology and packaging (a speech can fill one side of a
78 rpm disk), reflects a cultural reality as well, an attitude toward Shakespeare that sees his
plays as predominantly a collection of purple passages and wise saws.
Be Thou Now Persuaded: Living in a Shakespearean World Various artists,
1999. The folks at Rhino Records have uncharacteristically botched this chance to present
a history of Shakespeare on record. This 6-CD box set compiles four discs
worth of Shakespearean sound bites – 180 tracks, ranging from seconds to
several minutes in length, and reaching as far back as John Barrymore, Paul
Robeson, Judith Anderson and Maurice Evans to such recent performers as
Kate Beckinsale, Michael Sheen and Anton Lesser – plus a 2-CD unabridged
Romeo and Juliet (from the Caedmon catalogue, like much of the rest of the
material) and packages it all in the most untidy, confusing hodgepodge you could imagine.
Rather than presenting the material in a logical manner (chronologically, or by play, for
example), they chose to sort it all out thematically (love, the supernatural, death, etc.).
This makes for a chaotic mess, which is not helped by a booklet that wastes far too much
time on plot summaries and other information which could be found in a hundred other
places, but without giving any information about the recordings themselves (provenance,
date, record label, etc.) It’s truly a missed opportunity. That being said, there is some
wonderful stuff here if you have the patience to sort it all out. (Rhino/World Beat, 6
CDs/Cassettes, 1999)
Great Historical Shakespeare Recordings / And a Miscellany
Naxos, 2000. Despite hit-and-miss restoration, this is a delight for the
theater buff, cultural historian, and acting professional. The first CD
includes speeches from Shakespeare recorded from 1896 to the 1940s,
recited by the most notable actors of the day – Sir Henry Irving, the
greatest of the Victorian actor-managers, Ellen Terry, his leading lady,
Herbert Beerbohm Tree, a very young John Gielgud, Laurence Olivier, Dame Sybil

Thorndyke, Edwin Booth, Hugh Casson, John Barrymore, and Laurence Olivier among
others. The second disc presents a miscellaneous collection of theatre and vaudeville –
notably Noel Coward and Gertrude Lawrence in Private Lives, Coquelin, the original stage
Cyrano, reading from that play in French, a turn by Laurel and Hardy, and the legendary
Sarah Bernhardt. Obviously, some of these performances will seem overblown and dated,
but others still possess considerable power. Naxos has spaced its signature classical music
bridges to give the ear a rest from the often scratchy recordings, which have been lifted
from old discs, wax cylinders, movie sound tracks, and radio broadcasts. (Naxos
NA220012, 2 CDs, 2000)
Great Shakespeareans Various Artists, 1990. This compact disc of historical
recordings is a fascinating compilation of monologues from some of the early 20th century’s
greatest actors, including the voices of Edwin Booth in 1890, pre-1914
contributions from Herbert Beerbohm Tree, Lewis Waller, and Ben Greet,
John Gielgud in 1930, as well as speeches from Henry Ainley John
Barrymore, Johnston Forbes-Robertson, and Maurice Evans. It shows the
incredible changes in acting in the works of even so seminal an author as
Shakespeare. (Pavilion Records, Pearl Gemm CD 9465, and Cassette, 1990)

Selected Speeches, Soliloquies & Scenes
Great Speeches and Soliloquies Naxos, 1994. This 2-CD set from Naxos presents a
large selection of some of the most famous set speeches and soliloquies from the plays of
Shakespeare, including the obvious choices (“To be or not to be,”
“Tomorrow and tomorrow and tomorrow,” “O for a Muse of Fire,” “The
quality of mercy is not strained,” “This sceptered isle,” etc.), as well as a
great many that the casual reader may not be familiar with. The speeches
are performed by Simon Russell Beale, Estelle Kohler, Clifford Rose, and
Sarah Woodward, all members of the Royal Shakespeare Company who
have performed many of the roles they present on the RSC stages under leading directors
of the time from Peter Brook to Sam Mendes. Brief introductions are read by Daniel
Philpott, and there are musical interludes from Purcell and other period composers.
(Naxos NA201512, 2 CDs, 1994, 128 min.)
Shakespeare’s Lovers Estelle Kohler and Bill Homewood, 1994. Many of the
greatest lovers, and the greatest love scenes in Western literature, are to be found in
Shakespeare. The fresh but impassioned Romeo and Juliet, the resilient wit
of Petruchio and Kate, the ardent exchanges of Lorenzo and Jessica ,and the
anguished tragedies of Othello and Desdemona and Antony and Cleopatra they all show love and courtship in its many forms. The darker side of love is
here too - the spine-chilling wooing of Lady Anne by Richard, Duke of
Gloucester, and the control maintained by Lady Macbeth over her husband.
But it is balanced by the buffoonery of Falstaff and Mistress Ford and Pyramus and Thisbe.
In their lively and imaginative selection, Bill Homewood and Estelle Kohler perform the
finest love scenes form nearly twenty plays. (Naxos NA202412, 2 CDs, 154 min.)

One-Person Peformances & Recitals
John Barrymore Reads Shakespeare, John Barrymore, 1937. Following Columbia
Broadcasting System's announcement of their intention to do a summer series of
Shakespearean plays, NBC caused an uproar when they
announced they would also do a Shakespeare series to be aired
during the same time as that of its hated rival. Though CBS
claimed previous rights to the idea, NBC pointedly ignored the
matter and amid the clashes of both ethics and temperament,
Streamlined Shakespeare went into production. Though
Columbia announced its series Shakespeare Cycle first, NBC beat them to the airwaves. John
Barrymore was signed to do the series of six 45-minute broadcasts, capitalizing on the
notoriety of the reunion of Mr. and Mrs. John Barrymore along with their success as Caliban
and Ariel the previous year. While Barrymore's radio career spanned only twelve years, he
remained a very important presence in every production he appeared in. Virtually any
appearance he made in radio was met with great fanfare. Streamlined Shakespeare (1937)
turned out to be his greatest tour de force showcase, featuring his wife at the time, Elaine
Barrie, and a supporting cast of some of radio's finest dramatic voices. Despite beating CBS's
Shakespeare Cycle to the airwaves by three weeks, Streamlined Shakespeare was not nearly as
well received. The 1937 program was also listed in some newspapers as The John Barrymore
Theatre. The brief series was later reprised in 1950 in an abridged form as John Barrymore
and Shakespeare, a short, end-of-summer series of four, 30-minute presentations, excerpted
from four of the programs from the 1937 canon: Macbeth, Hamlet, Richard III, and Twelfth
Night. (Released in 1960 as a 2-disc LP, John Barrymore Reads Shakespeare, Vols. 1 & 2
(Audio Rarities LPA 2280 and 2281).

Ages of Man: Readings from Shakespeare John Gielgud, 1960. John Gielgud’s
Ages of Man was a one-man show featuring a collection of speeches from Shakespeare's
plays. Based on an anthology edited by Oxford professor George Rylands in
1939 that organized the speeches to show the journey of life from birth to
death, the show takes its title from Jaques' "Ages of Man" speech from As
You Like It ("All the world's a stage and all the men and women merely
players..."). Like the book, the show was divided into three parts: Youth,
Manhood and Old Age, and included selections from As You Like It, The
Merchant of Venice, Hamlet, Macbeth, Richard III, The Winter’s Tale,, The Tempest,
Julius Caesar, and King Lear, as well as a handful of sonnets. Gielgud was inspired to do a
Shakespeare recital by his great-aunt, actress Ellen Terry, who performed her own recital
titled Shakespeare's Heroines. Gielgud first attempted such a recital during World War II,
when he would perform a collection of speeches he called Shakespeare in Peace and War,
culminating in the "Once More Unto the Breach" speech from Henry V. Gielgud gave the
first experimental performance of Ages of Man in a house in St. James Square in London.
It premiered at the Freemason's Hall at the 1957 Edinburgh Festival to a sold-out house
and an overwhelming success. Gielgud would go on to perform the recital for the next ten
years all over the world, winning a special Tony Award for the 1959 Broadway engagement
(where it was revived in 1963), an Emmy Award for producer David Susskind for
Outstanding Dramatic Program - Single Program for its 1966 telecast on CBS, and a 1979
Grammy Award for Gielgud's third audio recording of the recital, having been nominated
for the same award for the versions made in 1959 and 1964. The 2-part 1966 television

version was released on DVD in 2010 and runs 113 minutes. (Columbia Records OL 5390,
1960, 1 LP, 44 min; reissued by Caedmon on cassette, 1998.)
One Man in His Time: Part Two of Shakespeare’s Ages of Man John Gielgud,
1960. Gielgud’s Ages of Man was a one-man recital of Shakespeare excerpts which he
performed throughout the 1950s and 1960s, winning a Tony Award for the
Broadway production, a Grammy Award for his recording of the piece, and
an Emmy Award for producer David Susskind for the 1966 telecast on CBS.
This is the second part of that show, and was nominated for a Grammy for
Best Documentary or Spoken Word Recording. (Columbia Masterworks,
OL 5550, vinyl LP, Mono, 38 min., 1960)
Shakespeare’s People Michael Redgrave, 1978? In 1976-78, Michael Redgrave
toured South America, Canada, the United States and the United Kingdom
in this compilation of selections from the works of Shakespeare devised
and directed by Alan Strachan. This LP is an original British cast recording,
featuring Redgrave, David Dodimead, Philip Bowen, Rosalind Shanks, and
Rod Willmott. (Elija Records ELJ/001, vinyl LP, Stereo, 1978?)
Her Infinite Variety: Irene Worth as the Women of Shakespeare Irene
Worth, 1993. Irene Worth was an accomplished stage and film actress, having
performed with the Royal Shakespeare Company, at the National Theatre
and the Stratford Festival, and on Broadway in productions ranging from
Shakespeare and Chekhov to Beckett and Albee. She won three Tony
Awards during her career, and specialized in one- and two-person recitals
of work from T.S. Eliot, Edith Sitwell, Virginia Woolf, Ivan Turgenev, Noel
Coward and Shakespeare. In Her Infinite Variety, the veteran actress
scores a tour de force with her portrayals of Juliet, Ophelia, Cleopatra, Desdemona, Queen
Katherine and other memorable characters. Worth's characterizations are enhanced by
appropriate background sounds and by musical interludes composed by Arif Mardin, or
with period composers (Dowland, Caccini, Cutting) whose music has been expertly
arranged by Mardin. (Sony Classical SK 53382, 1 CD, 70 min., Stereo, 1993)

Collections of Abridged Plays
The Living Shakespeare, Odhams Books Ltd. (1962-64)
Numerous other projects in the post-Second World War period presented Shakespeare in a
variety of forms. The ‘Living Shakespeare’ series from Odhams Books offered leading
classical actors (Donald Wolfit in King Lear, Michael Redgrave in Hamlet,
Peggy Ashcroft in The Merchant of Venice), in 26 plays, each abridged to a
single LP, with a narrator providing continuity. The twenty-six 33 rpm
records were packaged in brightly colored album sleeves which were
bundled into five burgundy slipcases, and accompanied by a softcover play
text. The complete list of actors involved in the series reads like a roll call
of British theatre royalty: Maggie Smith, John Neville, John Gielgud, Ralph
Richardson, Eric Portman, Edith Evans, Vanessa Redgrave, Peter O’Toole, Vivien Leigh,
Donald Wolfit, Peter Finch, Richard Burton, and others. (Odhams Books, Ltd., 26 vinyl
LPs, 1962-64.)

Collector’s Library of 10 Great Shakespeare Plays Described on the album cover
as “Concise Acting Versions prepared under the supervision of Bernard Grebanier,” and
issued by Murray Hill Records in 1962, these audio performances have been
ported over from the Living Shakespeare series. Included are King Lear,
Julius Caesar, The Taming of the Shrew, A Midsummer Night’s Dream,
Hamlet, Othello, Macbeth, Henry V, Romeo and Juliet, and The Merchant of
Venice. A 128-page performance text softcover book is included. (Murray
Hill Records 923327, 10 vinyl LP’s, Stereo, 1962.)
Concise Acting Versions of Five Great Shakespeare Plays: Hamlet, Macbeth,
Othello, The Merchant of Venice and Henry V A 5-LP set offered by the Book-ofthe-Month Club under the imprint of The Classics Record Library, these
abridged versions of the plays are yet another iteration of the Living
Shakespeare series. These five one-hour performances feature Peggy
Ashcroft, Coral Browne, Richard Burton, John Gielgud, Barbara Jefford,
Anna Massey, Eric Portman, Margaret Rawlings, Michael Redgrave, Ralph
Richardson, and others. A booklet of the abridged text is included. (The Classics Record
Library NM 80-5676, 5 vinyl LP’s, 1974.)
The Essential Shakespeare Live (Royal Shakespeare Company) Made up of live
recordings of RSC performances, each of the sets includes excerpts from a number of plays,
from 1959 through 2008. They feature a wide range of actors, from Paul Robeson in
Othello to David Tennant in Hamlet, by way of Ian Richardson, Ben Kinglsey, Ian Holm,
David Suchet, Peggy Ashcroft, Derek Jacobi, Ian McKellen, Alan
Rickman, Anthony Sher, Patrick Stewart, Janet Suzman, Jonathan Pryce,
Harriet Walter, Judi Dench and Ian McKellen. Recording quality is
variable. These are all live recordings, so you can hear the audience
laughing and coughing, which detracts very little from the quality of the
material. There are two sets: The Essential Shakespeare Live and The
Essential Shakespeare Live Encore. These four discs provide a fascinating window into the
history of Shakespearean performance, allowing us to hear how great actors have
performed the plays over the past six decades. Each set includes a book with the texts that
are spoken. (Opus Arte, OACD9042BD, 4 CDs, 2005-2008, 283 min.)

Series (Unabridged and Full-Length Productions)
Columbia Records, The Mercury Text Records & Orson
Welles (1938-41)
While still in his late teens, Orson Welles collaborated with Roger Hill, his teacher, mentor,
and friend, on an innovative series of play-texts entitled Everybody’s Shakespeare. Three
volumes were initially produced: Julius Caesar, The Merchant of Venice, and Twelfth
Night. They were printed and published in 1934 (both as individual play texts and as a
single volume containing all three plays) at the Todd School for Boys in Woodstock, Illinois,
where Hill was headmaster and where Welles, several years earlier, had completed his
formal education. Welles subsequently launched a career as an actor, then as a director in
New York. He was named director of the Negro Theatre Project (a unit of the Federal

Theatre Project) and mounted his controversial “voodoo Macbeth,” set in Haiti and
featuring an all-black cast. Soon after, Welles and John Houseman launched the Mercury
Theatre, and their first production was an
electrifying modern-dress production of Julius
Caesar. The success of Caesar led to an offer from
Columbia Records to record an abridged version of
the play (41 minutes), and the success of that first
set of Columbia 78’s led to an even bolder project:
the recording of four full-length Shakespearean
productions on disc. First came the Mercury Theatre production of The Merchant of
Venice, followed by subsequent recordings of Twelfth Night and Macbeth, as well as an
expanded, 90-minute version of Julius Caesar, with Welles switching roles to take on both
Marc Antony and Cassius, in addition to narrating. In conjunction with these sound
recordings, the texts of Everybody’s Shakespeare were revised and reissued as The
Mercury Shakespeare, and the package of 78’s and text were awkwardly titled The
Mercury Text Records. Although highlights and isolated speeches from Shakespeare’s
plays had been recorded innumerable times, no one had ever committed a complete play –
Shakespeare or otherwise – to disc. These Mercury Theatre productions were lavishly
packaged – all four sets of 78’s were issued in opulent, wine-colored cloth bindings, with a
hardbound booklet pouched inside each front cover. In addition to the play’s text, each
booklet contained fascinating drawings and historical background on each of the plays. By
1942, Time magazine was reporting that over 100,000 copies of these records had been
sold. In the 1950s the plays were re-issued on 33 1/3 rpm records by McGraw Hill, and in
this form they remained on sale until the 1960s. Today the recordings are once more
available on CD, but without the accompanying Mercury Shakespeare texts. Taken
together, Everybody’s Shakespeare and the Mercury Text Records contributed to the
popularization of Shakespeare in a manner at once pedagogic, innovative, and commercial.

Argo Records, The Marlowe Dramatic Society & George
Rylands (1958-64)
George Rylands was a British literary scholar and theatre director. Educated at Eton
College and King's College, Cambridge, he was a Fellow of King's from 1927 until his death.
As well as being one of the world's leading Shakespeare scholars, he was actively involved
in the theatre. He directed and acted in many productions for the Marlowe Society, and
was Chairman of the Cambridge Arts Theatre from 1946
to 1982. Rylands' 1939 Shakespeare anthology Ages of
Man was the basis of John Gielgud's one-man show of
the same title. Though Rylands specialized in directing
university productions at Oxford, he also directed
Gielgud in professional productions of The Duchess of
Malfi and Hamlet in London in 1945. But perhaps his
greatest
achievement was the recording of the complete works of
Shakespeare for the British Council between 1958 and 1964, in which he mixed top
professionals (Irene Worth, Ian McKellen, Tony Church, Derek Jacobi, Michael Hordern,
Peggy Ashcroft, Ian Holm), with undergraduate actors. The project was the first of its kind,
and was hailed by some critics as the most significant publication of Shakespeare since the
First Folio. Completed for the 1964 Shakespeare quatercentenary, it was an important
cultural event. Although somewhat uneven, the whole became an invaluable resource for

language teachers worldwide and stimulated numerous other recording projects. Update:
In September 2016, to celebrate 400 years of Shakespeare, Decca Records/Argo released a
100-disc Limited Edition of these recordings on compact disc. Re-mastered from the
original Argo recordings and appearing for the first time on CD, this
extraordinary set features facsimile content from the original
recordings, striking original LP artwork by Arthur Wragg used on
CD wallets, and a 200-page book (containing notes by Gordon
McMullan of Kings College, an article on the history of the Argo
Shakespeare Recordings, and full cast lists for each play) to complete
this rather luxurious boxed set presentation. All 37 plays are presented complete and
unabridged over 93 discs, plus 2 discs containing all of the 154 sonnets, and 5 discs
dedicated to the four narrative poems.

Caedmon Records, The Shakespeare Recording Society, &
Howard Sackler (1960-68)
Long before anyone had ever heard of audiobooks, Caedmon Records made a name for
itself recording authors reading aloud from their work. In 1952, Barbara Holdridge and
Marianne Roney went to hear Dylan Thomas read his poetry at New York’s 92nd Street Y.
The 22-year-old college graduates left a note asking the
Welsh poet to consider a business proposition: $500 to
record his poetry. Thomas recited “Do not go gentle into
that good night,” “In the white giant’s thigh,” “Fern Hill,”
and other poems before running out of verse to fill the
record. Instead, he offered to read the story “A Child’s
Christmas in Wales.” Thomas was an inspired choice with
which to launch a label devoted to the spoken word. The album went on to sell nearly half a
million copies over the next decade, and Thomas went on to record many readings for
Caedmon Records. These recordings not only launched Caedmon Audio, but they also
launched the spoken-word industry as well. Caedmon Records went on to establish a
reputation as the premier publisher of spoken word recordings. Its roster features many of
the 20th-century’s most revered names in poetry including W.H. Auden, T.S. Eliot, Robert
Frost, Marianne Moore, Gertrude Stein, and Wallace Stevens. Prose writers such as
William Faulkner, Ernest Hemingway and Eudora Welty likewise read excerpts from their
fiction. Many Americans first heard the voices of their favorite writers through the
Caedmon Literary Series, launched in the 1950s. Despite a preference for authors reading
their own work, Caedmon also employed a talented group of actors such as Richard Burton,
John Gielgud, and Vanessa Redgrave to read aloud other people’s work. Caedmon was not
the first to use the record player as a literary jukebox. Thomas Edison proposed recording
Dickens on wax cylinders shortly after the phonograph’s invention. Robert Browning and
Alfred Tennyson recorded poems as early as 1890, and Columbia Records had been
making Shakespeare recordings since the turn of the century. Valuable series of recorded
poetry had been started decades earlier by Harvard, Yale, and the Library of Congress.
Commercial record companies occasionally made prestige recordings of eminent poets or
even of film stars reciting verse. Yet Caedmon was the first to specialize exclusively in
spoken word recordings at a time when demand was growing for public recitations in
America. Through a combination of marketing savvy, innovative technology, and good
taste, Caedmon succeeded in bringing highbrow literature to the masses. The label
expanded further to encompass other types of spoken word recordings, including

children's stories, speeches, plus English- and foreign-language classics. Theater
performances were also staged for the label, starring either the Shakespeare Recording
Society or the Theatre Recording Society, depending on the playwright. These
performances included many famous actors and actresses, including Anthony Quayle,
Claire Bloom, Richard Burton, Albert Finney, John Gielgud, Siobhán McKenna, Michael
Redgrave, Vanessa Redgrave, Felix Aylmer, Paul Scofield, Alec McCowen, Donald
Pleasence, Ralph Richardson, Max Adrian and Maggie Smith among others. Caedmon’s
Shakespeare recordings were made available not only through stores but also through
“membership” in the Shakespeare Recording Society, a subscription service modeled on
the Book of the Month Cub and classical music “societies.” But The Shakespeare
Recording Society was a commercial fiction, created by Caedmon Records, its impressive
name apparently imitating the prime mover in Argo’s Shakespeare series, Cambridge
University’s Marlowe Society. In reality, this “Society” was nothing more than an ad hoc
assemblage of actors who supported each recording’s name stars. Howard Sackler (seen
her backstage with James Earl Jones), who directed more than 200 recordings for
Caedmon including a majority of the Shakespeare series, was a playwright and
screenwriter best known for writing The Great White Hope. Raytheon, who also owned D.
C. Heath and Company, bought Caedmon in 1971. Harper & Row (now HarperCollins)
purchased the label in 1987.

The Complete Arkangel Shakespeare & BBC Audiobooks
(1998-2003)
For the first time in audio publishing history, all of Shakespeare's plays were made
available on 98 CD’s issued by BBC Audiobooks between 1998-2003. Using the text of The
Complete Pelican Shakespeare, here are all 38 plays, complete and
unabridged, fully dramatized on CDs with an original score and sound
design for each play. A monumental project that spanned five years and
cost $3 million, The Complete Arkangel Shakespeare represents the
collective vision of four people: Shakespeare scholar Tom Treadwell, film
and television producer Bill Shepherd, BBC director Clive Brill, and
composer Dominique Le Gendre. Together they have assembled 400 great
actors of the British theater and produced a landmark digital recording
with a sophisticated layering of sound that immerses the listener in Shakespeare's world.
All the plays were recorded at one of London’s leading studios, The Sound House. Each
play comes in a single CD jewel case containing two or three discs, with an insert
containing a synopsis and cast information, and the discs are tracked by act and scene
(with a handful of scenes that are split at the end of one CD and the beginning of the next
one). The actors, many of whom trained with The Royal Shakespeare Company (RSC)
include Eileen Atkins, Simon Russell Beale, Jennifer Ehle, Joseph Fiennes, Adrian Lester,
John Gielgud, Alan Howard, Jane Lapotaire, Amanda Root, David Tennant, Sophie
Thompson, Samuel West, Timothy West, Maria Miles, Michael Feast, Hugh Ross, Trevor
Peacock, Estelle Kohler, Bob Peck, Roy Hudd, Niamh Cusack, and Ciaran Hinds.

Shakespeare for the Millennium & BBC Radio 3 (19992002)
BBC Radio has a unique heritage when it comes to Shakespeare. Since 1923, when the
newly formed company broadcast its first full-length play, generations of actors and
producers have honed and perfected the craft of making Shakespeare to
be heard. With the intimacy of radio the full beauty and meaning of
some of the most lyrical lines ever written can be truly heard:
tenderness and passion, betrayal and bigotry are brilliantly evoked as
the tale comes to its tragic conclusion. In 1999, BBC Radio 3 announced
an ambitious project to record new productions of many of
Shakespeare’s plays, which were broadcast over the next four years and
made available on CD and cassette. The plays made available in this series are Richard II,
Romeo and Juliet, A Midsummer Night’s Dream, Henry IV, Pts. 1 & 2, Macbeth, The
Tempest, Hamlet, Much Ado About Nothing, The Merchant of Venice, King Lear, Twelfth
Night, As You Like It, Coriolanus, The Taming of the Shrew, Julius Caesar, Antony and
Cleopatra, Othello and All’s Well That Ends Well. Actors involved included Amanda Root,
Timothy West, Juliet Stevenson, Andrew Scott, Michael Sheen, Sophie Dahl, and Michael
Maloney, and discussions were chaired by Sir Richard Eyre.

Naxos Shakespeare Series
Naxos Audiobooks. Naxos has been a leader in classical music since 1987, and Naxos
AudioBooks a key label in classic spoken word since 1994. Naxos AudioBooks has received
numerous international awards for its productions. Available for several
years now, the Naxos Spoken Word Library is a streaming audiobook
service that offers listeners more than 1,200 audio titles and access to the
entire Naxos AudioBooks Catalog. Additionally, most audio productions
from NSWL include on-screen text from the print edition and can be
accessed via the company’s NSWL App. As of 2013, their catalog of
Shakespeare titles, which utilize the New Cambridge Shakespeare texts, include
unabridged versions of Hamlet, Henry V, Julius Caesar, King Lear, Richard III, The
Merchant of Venice, A Midsummer Night’s Dream, Othello, Romeo and Juliet, Twelfth
Night, Macbeth and The Tempest. Also available are a slightly abridged historical
recording of Hamlet (1941, with John Gielgud), two collections of the Sonnets (one
complete and the other abridged), two miscellaneous volumes of “great speeches and
soliloquies,” and a 2 ½ hour abridgement of Hesketh Pearson’s A Life of Shakespeare read
by Simon Russell Beale.

Individual Plays
All’s Well That Ends Well
All’s Well That Ends Well Howard Sackler, 1965. Cast: Claire Bloom (Helena),
John Stride (Bertram), Robert Stephens (Parolles), Flora Robson (Countess of Rousillion),
Eric Portman (King of France), Douglas Muir (Duke of Florence),
Anthony Nichols (Lafew), Jack MacGowran (Lavatch), Lynn Redgrave
(Diana), Pauline Jameson (Old Widow), Daniel Thorndike (1 Lord, G.
Dumain), Michael Meacham (2 Lord, G. Dumain), Jerry Verno (Rinaldo),
Norman Mitchell (Interpreter, Gentleman, Soldier), Emrys James
(Gentleman, Astringer), and Caroline John (Mariana). (Caedmon, 3 LPs
& 3 Cassettes CDL5212, 150 min.)

Antony and Cleopatra
Antony and Cleopatra, Howard Sackler, 1962. Cast: Anthony Quayle (Antony),
Pamela Brown (Cleopatra), Paul Daneman (Octavius), David Dodimead (Pepidus,
Proculeius), James Hayter (Pompey, Taurus, Seleucus), Jack Gwillim
(Enobarbus), Nigel Davenport (Vendidius, Scarus, Demetrius), Michael
Meacham (Eros), Edgard Wreford (Decretas, Philo, Canidias, Silius), John
Saunders (Maecenas), James Cairncross (Agrippa), Christopher Guinee
(Dolabella), Roland Ibbs (Gallus), Peter Bayliss (Menas), Thomas
Kempinski (Alexas), Ronnie Stevens (Mardian), Norman Rossington (Diomedes), Jeanne
Heppie (Octavia), Caroline John (Charmian), and Sarah Long (Iras). (Caedmon SRS-M
235, 3LPs; reissued on 2 Cassettes, 1995)

As You Like It
As You Like It Peter Wood, 1962. Cast: Vanessa Redgrave (Rosalind), Keith Michell
(Orland0), Stanley Holloway (Touchstone), Duke Senior (Derek Godfrey), Jacques (Max
Adrian), Amiens (Richard Easton), Peter Woodthorpe (Duke Frederick),
Judith Stott (Celia), Zena Walker (Phebe), Wendy Craig (Audrey), Erik
Chitty (Le Beau), John Nettleton (Charles), Brian Murray (Oliver), Toby
Robertson (Jaques deBoys 1 Lord), Nigel Stock (Adam), John Gardiner
(Dennis, Sir Oliver Martext, 2 Lord), Norman Rossington (Corin),
Terence Scully (Silvius), William Marlowe (William), John Church
(Hymen), Darien Angadi (1 Page), David Pinto (2 Page), and John Shirley Quirke
(Forester). (Caedmon SRS-M 210, 3 LPs; reissued on 2 Cassettes, and 2 CDs, CD210, 150
min.; also reissued as a 7-CD box set, Shakespeare Audio Collection, packaged with
Caedmon’s recordings of Much Ado About Nothing and The Winter’s Tale.)

The Comedy of Errors
The Comedy of Errors Howard Sackler, 196?. Cast: John Moffatt (Antipholus of
Ephesus), Alec McCowen (Antipholus of Syracuse), Anna Massey (Adriana), Finaly Currie
(Aegeon), Graham Crowden (Solinus), Bernard Bresslaw (Dromio of
Ephesus), Harry H. Corbett (Dromio of Syracuse), Rosalind Atkinson

(Emilia), Mary Miller (Luciana), Susan Engel (Luce, Courtesan), Wallas Eaton (Balthazar),
David Dodimead (Angelo), Audrey Richards (Merchant), John Saunders (Pinch), and
James Mellor (Officer). (Caedmon SRS-M 205, 2 LPs)

Abridged, Highlights & Excerpts
Fun with Mister Shakespeare: The Comedy of Errors Romney Brent,1947. A
children’s treatment adapted for disc by Beauvais Fox, and issued by RCA Victor with the
intention of making Shakespeare accessible to modern audiences,
particularly children in the post-war era. With music by Russ Case, and a
cast that included Charles Coburn (Narrator), Romney Brent (Antipholus of
Syracuse), Baldwin McGaw (Antipholus of Ephesus), Gina Malo (Adriana),
Emma Knox (Luciana), Paul King (Dromio of Syracus), and Kenn Kendall
(Dromio of Ephesus). (RCA Victor 45-5802/3 in set Y 608; reissued on CD
by Pavilion Records/Pearl Plays & Poets GEMS 0020, 1998, 19 min.)

Hamlet
Hamlet Naxos, 1941. This outstanding historical recording was broadcast live by the BBC
Third Programme, featuring one of the great Hamlet performances ever, and one of John
Gielgud’s greatest moments. Though he went on to record it for commercial
release, nothing matched this recording in the BB studios, made before the
days of editing. With John Gielgud (Hamlet), Andrew Cruickshank
(Claudius), Celia Johnson (Ophelia), Marian Spencer (Gertrude), Baliol
Holloway (Polonius), Sebastian Shaw (Horatio), Hugh Burden (Laertes), and
Hugh Griffith (1st Player). (Naxos NA341712, 3 CDs/CD-ROM, 206 minutes)

Hamlet John Gielgud (10 78’s)??
Hamlet (Six Excerpts)
Maurice Evans and Cast, 1947.
Noted English
Shakespearean Maurice Evans had first played Hamlet with the Old Vic Company in 1934,
where he also played Richard II and Iago. In 1938, he became the first
actor to play the role in an uncut production on the New York stage.
When World War II began, he was in charge of an Army Entertainment
Section in the Central Pacific and played his famous “G.I. version” of
Hamlet that cut the text of the play to make the title character more
appealing to the troops, an interpretation so popular that he later took it
to Broadway in 1945. Beginning in 1953, Evans appeared in more American television
productions of Shakespeare than any other actor. For the Hallmark Hall of Fame, he
starred in the first feature-length (i.e. longer than an hour) dramatizations of the plays to
ever be presented on American television (including Hamlet, Macbeth (twice), Richard II,
Twelfth Night, The Taming of the Shrew, and The Tempest between 1953-60). All told, he
played Hamlet on Broadway in four separate productions for a record total of 283
performances. All four productions were consecutive revivals – no other actor played
Hamlet on Broadway between 1938 and 1946. Evans had recorded four excerpts from the
play in 1938. This is a later recording from 1947. Evans plays Hamlet and the Ghost, and
is assisted by Emmett Rogers as the First Player and the Captain. Incidental music was
composed by Roger Adams and conducted by William Brooks. (Columbia Masterworks set
M-MM-651, 3 78’s, 19??)

Hamlet, John Gielgud, Theatre Guild on the Air, 1951 (RCA 6007-1, 2) Radio
broadcast

Julius Caesar
The Tragedy of Julius Caesar Orson Welles with Members of the Mercury
Theatre, 1938. The critical and box office popularity of Orson Welles’s first Mercury
Theatre production on Broadway (a lean, 90-minute, modern-dress
version conceived as a parallel to and comment upon what was
happening in Fascist Italy at the time) led to an invitation from
Columbia Records (then newly acquired by CBS) to Welles to record
an abridged version which, interestingly, closely mirrored but was not
a recreation of the stage production. The performers were assigned
different parts from those they had on the stage, and the play was
greatly condensed to just over 40 minutes. Under the title The Tragedy of Julius Caesar, it
was issued on five 12-inch 78 rpm discs, and proved to be a skillful combination of Welles
the Shakespearean and Welles the radio director and actor, incorporating offstage sound
effects, mob noises, the conversations of all the characters – minor and major – and an
abbreviated version of the new score by Marc Blitzstein. The cast: Orson Welles (Brutus),
George Coulouris (Marc Antony), Martin Gabel (Cassius), Joseph Holland (Julius Caesar),
Hiram Sherman (Casca), John Hoysradt (Decius Brutus) and John A. Willard
(Trebonius/Volumnius). (Columbia Records, Cat. #11117/21 in set M-325, 12 discs on vinyl
78’s, 41 min.; reissued on CD by Pavilion Records/Pearl Plays & Poets GEMS 0020, 1998,
90 min.)
Julius Caesar Orson Welles with Members of the Mercury Theatre, 1938. This
“full-length” Julius Caesar, third of four productions recorded for Columbia Records by
Welles and his Mercury
Theatre company, followed
Shakespeare’s
work
more
faithfully than his New York
stage production had. Welles
himself switched from playing
Brutus to the dual roles of
Marc Antony and Cassius. Except for a bit of incidental guitar music towards the end, this
version is devoid of dramatic scoring. Heavy use is made of sound effects – particularly
thunder and crowd noises – as well as an echo microphone for the speeches in Act III. Of
the entire series, this version of Caesar was the most popular, and was the only one to be
issued on LP. The cast: Orson Welles (Marc Antony, Cassius & Narrator), Edgar Barrier
(Julius Caesar, Ocatavius Caesar), George Coulouris (Brutus), Everett Sloane (Casca),
Margaret Curtis (Portia), Walter Ash (Lepidus), Jack Berry (Publius, Popilius Lena &
Volumnius), Guy Kingsley (Cinna the Conspirator & Lucius), Arthur Kennedy (Trebonius,
Flavius, Titinius & Clitus), Erskine Sanford (Ligarius & Pindarus), Richard Baer (Decius
Brutus & Cinna the Poet), Seymour Milbert (Metellus Cimber), William Alland (Marullus &
Young Cato), Anna Stafford (Calpurnia), Stephen Roberts (Lucilius & Messala), and
Everett Sloane (Artemidorus). (Columbia Mercury Text Records ME 66/76 in set C 10 on
78’s; reissued on LP, Columbia Entre’ Record #EL-52 in 1953; reissued on CD by Pavilion
Records/Pearl Plays & Poets GEMS 0015, 1998, 90 min.)

Macbeth
Macbeth Orson Welles, Fay Bainter and the Mercury Acting Company, 1941.
The last of four “full-length” recordings of Shakespeare’s plays by Orson Welles and his
Mercury Theatre company, Macbeth is by no means an
unaltered production. Welles condensed five acts into
three and frequently rearranged the action for
heightened dramatic effect.
Mercury Theatre
performer William Alland introduces the acts and
scenes as though it were a radio broadcast. Bernard
Herrmann’s music marks his first commercial
recording and the beginning of his long association with Welles. The cast includes Orson
Welles (Macbeth), Lady Macbeth (Fay Bainter), William Alland (Narrator, Donalbaine),
Robert Warrick (Banquo, Erskine Sanford (Duncan, The Porter, Siward & Seyton), George
Coulouris (Macduff, Angus & The Doctor), Edith Barrett (Lady Macduff & Gentlewoman),
Sam Edwards (Fleance & Macduff’s Son), Richard Wilson (Lennox), and Richard Baer
(Ross & Young Siward). (Columbia Masterworks, MC-33, 9 78’s (18 sides), 1941; reissued
on CD by Pavilion Records/Pearl Plays & Poets, 1998, 78 min.)
Macbeth Maurice Evans Recorded in 1941 just days before the United States was
finally drawn into the Second World War, this recording commemorates the first pairing of
Maurice Evans and Judith Anderson in the leads on the Broadway
stage, a much-lauded collaboration which would twice be reprised on
television for the Hallmark Hall of Fame, first in 1954, then in 1960
for a version which was released theatrically in Europe. Music is
provided by Lehmann Engels, and the rest of the cast was composed
of Grace Coppin, Abbey Lewis, William Hanson, and Harry Irvine.
(Victor Recordrama 18422/6 in set M 878, 5 discs on vinyl 78;
reissued numerous times, including on CD by Pavilion/Pearl Plays & Poets GEMS 0029, 37
min.)

The Merchant of Venice
The Merchant of Venice Orson Welles with Members of the Mercury Theatre,
1938. The first of the four “full-length” recordings directed by Welles for Columbia
Records consisted of a dozen 12-inch, 78 rpm records. Seven recording
sessions were required to complete this, the longest of the four
recording projects, and the sessions were intermingled with the sessions
for the complete Julius Caesar and Twelfth Night recordings. Unlike
the other recordings in the series, Merchant contains no sound effects
and no music, except for two interludes by noted American composer,
Elliot Carter. Welles’s narration is also extensive, filling in for missing
sound and musical effects. The cast included Orson Welles (Shylock, Prince of Morroco &
Narrator), Joseph Holland (Antonio), Eric Mansfield (Salarino), Norman Lloyd (Salanio),
Edgar Barrier (Bassanio & Prince of Aragon), Brenda Forbes (Portia), Sarah Burton
(Nerissa), Norman Lloyd (Launcelot Gobbo), Guy Kingsley (Lorenzo), Sidney Smith
(Gratiano), Erskine Sanford (Old Gobbo & The Duke), Anna Stafford (Jessica), George
Duthie (Tubal), Richard Wilson (Salerio & Stephano), and William Alland (Balthazar).

(Columbia Records, Cat. #ME1-12, 12 discs on vinyl 78’s; reissued on CD by Pavilion
Records/Pearl Plays & Poets GEMS 0029, 1998, 107 min.)

Othello

Othello Paul Robeson and Cast, 19??. (Columbia, Cat. #MM 554, 3 albums totally 34
sides) with Paul Robeson (Othello), Jose Ferrer (Iago), and Uta Hagen (Desdemona).
Othello Laurence Olivier and Cast, 1964 A live recording of the National Theatre of
Great Britain production, complete with audience sounds. The Cast: Laurence Olivier
(Othello), Frank Finlay (Iago), Maggie Smith (Desdemona), Derek Jacobi
(Cassio), Michael Rothwell (Roderigo), Joyce Redman (Emelia), Mary
Miller (Bianca), Martin Boddey (Brabantio), Edward Caddick (Gratiano),
Kenneth Mackintosh (Lodovico), Harry Lomax (Duke of Venice), Edward
Hardwicke (Montano), Edward Petherbridge (Senate Officer). (RCA
VDM-100, 4 vinyl LPs, Mono, 1964.) (Also issued was a single disc of
highlights from this production, RCA VDM-108.)

Richard II
Abridged, Highlights & Excerpts

King Richard II (excerpts) Maurice Evans and Company, 1937. Maurice Evans’
reputation as one of the world’s foremost interpreters of Shakespeare was especially based
on his performance in Richard II, which opened at New York’s St. James
Theatre in February of 1937. It was the hit of the season and encouraged
Orson Welles to mount his production of Julius Caesar the next year.
The critical and popular success of Richard II on stage led to Columbia
Records’ decision to record the four best-known scenes from the play. In
January of 1941, Evans recorded what were known as the England
speeches from Richard II and Henry V for the British War Relief Society. With musical
accompaniment by Broadway’s Lehmann Engel, these rousing performances no doubt
inspired wartime listeners in America who wanted their country to join Britain and the
Commonwealth in their fight against the Nazis. Assisting Evans in the Richard excerpts
were Donald Randolph, William Fox, and Abraham Sofaer. (Columbia 11044/8-D in set
MM-303, 5 78’s; reissued by Pavilion Records/Pearl Plays & Poets GEMS 0015, 44 min.)

Twelfth Night
Twelfth Night Orson Welles with Members of the Mercury Theatre, 1938. In
this second full-length recording of a Shakespeare play in the Mercury Text Records series
(after The Merchant of Venice), director Orson
Welles added to the spirit of low comedy with a
prologue and epilogue of his own invention. The new
material includes imaginary conversations between

Shakespeare (George Coulouris) and Richard Burbage (Welles) and comments by the
critics of the day. Marc Blitzstein provided a spare score. The cast: Orson Welles
(Malvolio & Narrator), Viola (Jane Gordon), Phyllis Joyce (Olivia), George Coulouris
(Orsino), Eustace Wyatt (Sir Toby), Will Geer (Sir Andrew), LeRoi Operti (Feste), Elizabeth
Farrar (Maria), William Alland (Curio), Erskine Sanford (Antonio), John A. Willard (Sea
Captain), Richard Wilson (Officer), Edgerton Paul (Priest). (Columbia Records, Cat.
#ME13-22, 10 discs on vinyl 78’s; reissued on CD by Pavilion Records/Pearl Plays & Poets
GEMS 0020, 1998; 86 min.)
Durkin-Hayes/CBC Radio Adaptations Series
CBC Radio / Stratford Festival Reading Series.
All’s Well That Ends Well, 2003 (with Claire Bloom, John Stride, Dame Flora Robson, Eric
Portman, and Jack MacGowan???) ?? (3CD)
King Lear, 1999 ??
Love’s Labour’s Lost, 2006 ??
Othello, 2004 ??
Romeo and Juliet 2003, abridged ??
The Tempest, 2004 ??
Troilus and Cressida, 2004 ??
Twelfth Night, 2000 ??

The Sonnets: Selections
From Shakespeare – With Love (The Best of Sonnets) Naxos, 2009.
Celebrating the 400th anniversary of the 1609 publication, this miscellany of 75
sonnets are read by Anton Lesser, Juliet Stevenson David Tennant, Alex
Jennings, and other luminaries of the British stage. (Naxos NA195612, 1 CD,
70 min.)

The Sonnets: Complete
Ronald Colman Reads The Complete Sonnets
Shakespeare (Living Literature, 4 vinyl LPs, 1961.)

of

William

Miscellaneous
Shakespeare’s Stories This 4-CD collection uses Charles and Mary Lamb’s Tales from
Shakespeare (as adapted by Jane McCulloch) as the basis for telling the
narrative of fifteen different Shakespeare plays, employing Sir Derek Jacobi
and Jane Lapotaire as the narrators, with support from Celia Medaglia on
lute, playing the music of John Dowland, Anthony Holborne, Laurencini
and others. These stories range from 12-23 minutes in length. (Delos DE
6008, 4 CDs, 1999, 262 min.)

More stuff to consider as this list expands:

1937: John Barrymore as MacBeth, NBC Radio. (30 mins)1938: Julius
Caesar–Orson Welles’ Mercury Theater on the Air CBS Radio broadcast
(Welles as Brutus, like the Broadway production, with music by Marc
Blitzstein) (67 minutes)1938: Julius Caesar–Orson Welles’ Mercury Theater
record on Columbia Records (Welles plays narrator, Cassius, and Mark
Antony) (90 minutes)1946 King Lear–Orson Welles’ Mercury Theater on the
Air CBS Radio (30 minutes)1946 King Richard III–Laurence Olivier and Ralph
Richardson (as the narrator) on the Columbia Workshop on CBS Radio (90
minutes)1948 Hamlet–John Gielgud in a BBC Radio recording–now on Naxos
Audiobooks–(3 hours 15 minutes)1953 Othello–on the Suspense! radio
show, with Richard Widmark as Iago (60 minutes)1960 Richard II–Michael
Redgrave, Living Shakespeare record series (60 minutes)1960 Henry V–
Richard Burton, Living Shakespeare record series (60 minutes)1960 Antony
and Cleopatra–Vivien Leigh, Living Shakespeare record series (60
minutes)1960 MacBeth–Michael Redgrave, Living Shakespeare record
series(60 minutes)1960 Othello–John Gielgud as Othello and Ralph
Richardson as Iago, Living Shakespeare record series (60 minutes)Early
sixties: Romeo and Juliet–Claire Bloom and Albert Finney, (2 hours)1962
Richard II–John Gielgud, Caedmon Records (2.5 hours)1964 Henry the
Fourth Parts One and Two–Anthony Quayle as Falstaff, Michael Redgrave as
Hotspur, Shakespeare Recording Society(five hours)1988 King Lear–Alex
Guinness, BBC Radio (3 hours)2008 Othello–Chiwetel Ejiofor and Ewam
MacGregor, Naxos Audio (three hours)

